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Abstract–This paper proposes a new human detection 

method using RGB-D data. RGB-D data include RGB 

images and Depth (stereo) images. Stereo image can 

represent human’s three-dimensional shape. This method 

is base integration with two features: Higher-order Local 

Auto-Correlation (HLAC) features and Histogram of 

Oriented Gradients (HOG) features. We extend HLAC 

features from RGB images and HOG features from Stereo 

images. HLAC features can give a broad pattern of gray 

scale image. HOG features can give an accurate 

description of contour of human body. To use Stereo 

images, HOG features can give a contour more accurate 

than conventional method. We use co-occurrence of 

multiple features to integrate HOG and HLAC features, 

called IHH. In our experiments, we obtain 12.0% lower 

value on false positive per window than other proposed 

IHH method when miss rates are similar. These results 

proved the effectiveness of this new method. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Human detection in image has becoming an important 

research area. Many researches have been done in this 

filed. Human detection is expected to application in 

various fields, such as a video monitoring system and a 

robot vision.  

Human detection has two problems. Figure 1 shows 

situations of each problem. One of problem is detector 

cannot decide which object is human, the other is detector 

confuse human with other things. In order to make up 

these deficits, we need average features of human. 

However, shape of human differs widely in pose, change 

of appearances and directions of taking photographs. 

Though we take a photograph at same direction, human 

has individual such as wearing various clothes and 

occlusion of body part as well as complex background. 

Using brightness values as are, we can’t succeed in human 

detection because of useless information. We extract 

features from brightness values such as contours and use 

these for detection. One of famous method is using Local 

Edge Oriented Histograms (EOH) features which 

proposed by Levi and Weiss [1]. It is robust to change of 

appearance. However, it will be affected by illumination 

change. 

 In this paper, we proposed new robust human detection 

method. This method uses two types of images. One is 

intensity image that is converted from RGB image. That 

shows difference of brightness values clearly. The other is  

stereo image that give distance between camera and each 

object. We extend Higher-order Local Auto-Correlation 

(HLAC) features [2] from RGB (intensity) images and 

Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) features [3] from 

stereo images. HLAC features can give a broad pattern of 

image. HLAC features are invariant to shift, but poor at 

illumination change. Same as EOH, HOG features can 

give an accurate description of contour of human body, 

but HOG features are robust to illumination change. 

Extracting HOG features from stereo image, these are 

robust of changing distance from camera and objects. 

Besides, these can give description of contour more 

clearly. However, they often confuse human with other 

objects that similar contour. To make up these deficits 

each other, we integrate these features as Figure 2 shows. 

In order to integrate these features , we use Real AdaBoost 

[4]. Real AdaBoost choice features co-occurrence and 

train one classifier. We use the classifier to detect human. 

 

2. Human Detector Algorithm 
 

In this section we explain human detection method we 

proposed. We use many images to train classifier C. These 

images are called training images. We extend HLAC 

features from RGB (intensity) images and HOG features 

from stereo images. In order to robust human detect, we 

integrate with these two features and named it IHH 

(Integrated with HLAC and HOG) features. We calculated 

 
Fig.1 Problem of human detection 

 
Fig.2 Proposed method 
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IHH features from other images called test images. 

Compared test image’s IHH feature with classifier’s. 

Calculated evaluation value H, and if H is larger than 

threshold value, classifier decide that IHH value is 

human’s. We get coordinate of that IHH’s and compare 

classifier’s coordinate. Potion of human is decided. Figure 

3 shows overview of human detection. 

 

2.1. Features 

We use HLAC (Higher-order Local Auto-Correlation) 

feature and HOG (Histograms of Oriented Gradients) 

feature. HLAC features often use for human face image 

detection [2], [4]. The feature value of HLAC is the auto-

correlation function calculated from the object image. 

HLAC can give broad pattern of images. HLAC is 

invariant to shift, but poor at illumination change. When a 

picture illumination lowers, HLAC features values 

became smaller than the same situation without effect of 

illumination changes. For this reason, HLAC features are 

poor at illumination change. HOG features can give an 

accurate description of contour of human body.  HOG 

features are robust to illumination change. However, HOG 

features are confused by pattern of clothes. Extracting 

HOG features from stereo image, this problem is solved. 

These are robust of changing distance from camera and 

objects. 

 

2.2. Method of Integration 
 

The method is based on integration with HLAC and 

HOG features. To use these two features simultaneously, 

we represent the co-occurrence of multiple features [6]. 

 
Fig.3 Overview of human detection 

 

2.2.1. Select features  

 

First we label N sample images two classes, positive 

class (human) and negative class (no human) before train 

classifier. HLAC and HOG features are calculated images 

divided the window into small spatial regions (“cells”). 

The feature co-occurrence is represent several features are 

observed at the same time as shown in Figure 4. In this 

research, we can get four types of values, both are positive 

classes, HLAC features are positive class and HOG 

features are negative class, the opposite combination, and 

both are negative classes. For each class statistical 

dependencies between the features are obtained for each 

training sample image. We use such dependencies for 

classification. The input image is classified by evaluating 

from which class the feature co-occurrence is likely to be 

observed. The features are selected to capture 

discriminative similarities of the samples that belong to 

the class. The classifier using these features is generated 

in the Real AdaBoost using joint probability. The join 

probabilities       (   is positive class’s,   (is negative 

class’s probability) defined as follows: 

                                                       
 

                                                 (1) 

 

    
 

 
                                                        

             
 

 
  

    

    
                 (2) 

where D is weights of samples, N is the number of sample 

images, t (0<t<T) is stage of learning and ε is a coefficient 

for preventing division by zero problems. 

 

 
Fig.4 Divide the sample image 

 
(a) Training images                                                                         (b) Test images 

Fig.5 Examples of sample images 
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(a) Miss                                       (b) False positive 

Fig.6 Situation of detection 

2.2.2. Integration with each feature 

 

After learning, the classifier has data of common 

combination of HLAC and HOG features and cell 

numbers and joins probabilities of these features. When 

detection of test image, we calculate combination of 

HLAC and HOG features. We compare these and 

classifier’s data and calculate h(x) defined as follows: 

     
 

 
  

    

    
                                    (3) 

where x is input image data. If the     is larger than any 

threshold which is suitable, we regard the sample is 

human. 

The features make it possible to classify difficult 

samples that are misclassified by weak classifiers using a 

single feature. Its can support various appearances and 

different points of view, and this method is robust to 

occlusions. 

 

3. Experiment condition 

 

Demonstration of the effectiveness of the proposed 

method, we conducted experiments to evaluate the human 

detection. We trained classifiers of 4 distinct types in the 

experiments. The first one is proposed IHH method that 

integrated with RGB (intensity) image’s HLAC and stereo 

image’s HOG features. The second is jointed multiple 

HOG features. We extend HOG from intensity images and 

stereo images. The third is integrated with intensity 

image’s HLAC and intensity image’s HOG. The fourth is 

integrated with stereo image’s HLAC and intensity 

image’s HOG. Method of integrated with intensity 

image’s HLAC and HOG is more effective than full body 

HOG method and jointed multiple intensity image’s HOG 

features [7]. Therefore we compared these four methods. 

First, we explain how to collect positive or negative 

class’s samples. Samples were corrected from Daimler 

Multi-Cue Occluded Pedestrian Classification Benchmark 

[8]. It contains collection of images labeled pedestrian and 

non-pedestrian bounding boxes in images captured from a 

vehicle-mounted calibrated stereo camera rig in an urban 

environment. Dense stereo is computed using the semi- 

global matching algorithm [9]. We was scaled all samples 

to the size 30×60 pixels. The positive samples include 

various pose variation.  

We tested detectors on images contain two type of 

images collected by DaimlerChrysler. The "Non- 

 
Fig.7 Detector performance of “Non-Occluded” 

 
Fig.8 Detector performance of “Partially Occluded” 

Occluded" contains pedestrian images without inter-

human occlusion. It has 25608 samples. The "Partially 

Occluded" contains pedestrian include inter-human 

occlusion. It has 11160 samples. Non-pedestrians images 

have 16235 samples. Figure 5 shows a part of samples of 

train and test images by DaimlerChrysler. 

For comparisons of detection performance, we used DE

T (Detection Error Tradeoff) curve [10]. Detection tasks c

an be viewed as involving a tradeoff between two error ty

pes: miss rate and FPPW (false positive per window). Mis

s rate is performance rate that classifiers cannot detect hu

man when we experiment use pedestrian images. FPPW is

 rate that classifier confuse other objects with human in an

 experiment using non-pedestrians images. On DET curve

s, the x-axis corresponds to FPPW, and the y-axis shows t

he miss rate on log-log scales. 

We explain about a situation of each rate means in 

Figure 6. These show the tradeoff. The lower both of rates 

are the higher efficient method is. In DET Curve we plot 

these error rates on both axes. Better distinguishes 

different well performing systems are close to linear. 

 

4. Experiment 

 

We compared four methods, proposed IHH, jointed 

HOG (J-HOG(IS)), integrated with intensity’s HLAC and 

HOG (HLACHOG (II)), and integrated stereo’s HLAC 

and intensity’s HOG (HLACHOG(SI)). Figure 9 and 

Figure 10 shows a part of result of human detection. We 

use 9000 pedestrian (positive) images and 13000 non- 

pedestrian (negative) images to train classifiers. We mark 

miss rate and FPPW of the results on Figure 7 and Figure8.  
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Table 1 Mean value of detector performance rate of the "Non-Occluded” 

 IHH J-HOG(IH) HLACHOG(II) HLACHOG(SI) 

Distances[-] 59.8 73.3 96.1 101.6 

Miss rate [%] 42.5 35.1 90.7 18.0 

FPPW[%] 42.1 64.4 31.7 99.9 
Table 2 Mean value of detector performance rate of the "Partially Occluded” 

 IHH J-HOG(IH) HLACHOG(II) HLACHOG(SI) 

Distances[-] 68.0 75.1 72.0 100.0 

Miss rate [%] 57.4 38.5 68.6 0.027 

FPPW[%] 36.3 64.5 21.9 99.9 

We calculated mean value of distance from origin of 

coordinates to each point on linear graphs. When the 

distance is a small value, both of the error rates are low. 

The mean values of the distance and error rates show in 

Table 1and Table 2. 

From Figure 7, the most effective method is proposed 

method IHH. Table 1 shows the minimum value of 

distance is IHH. It support that the most effective method 

is the proposed method, next on is the jointed HOG. The 

distance of proposed method is 13.5 lower than jointed 

HOG.    

From Figure 8 and Table 2, IHH is the most effective 

method of all. The second effective method is HLACHOG 

(II). The distance of IHH is 7.1 lower than integrated 

intensity’s HLAC and HOG.  

Compared to the jointed HOG, our method is 12.0% 

lower on FPPW when miss rate is similar value the 

experiment using “Non-Occlude” images.   

Thus, our method is robust to distinguish human from 

other thing as well as detect human which have occlusion 

problem. Table 2 gives the same result. The distance of 

proposed method is 25.8 lower than jointed HOG. When 

miss rate of proposed method is 28.8%, FPPW is 68.2%. 

Compared to the jointed HOG, our method is 11.0% lower 

on FPPW when miss rate is similar value. 

We see that the proposed method detection 

performance the most effective in other methods. 

Integrating different features, we can discriminate 

between human and other things better. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

This paper proposed a new human detection system 

using RGB-D data. RGB-D data include RGB images and 

Depth (stereo) images. This method is base integration 

with two features: Higher-order Local Auto-Correlation 

(HLAC) features and Histogram of Oriented Gradients 

(HOG) features. We extend HLAC features from RGB 

images and HOG features from Stereo images. We use co-

occurrence of multiple features to integrate HOG and 

HLAC features. We called proposed method IHH. In our 

experiments, we obtain 12.0% lower value on false 

positive per window than other proposed IHH method 

when miss rates are similar. These results proved the 

effectiveness of this new method. We compared four 

methods, proposed IHH, jointed HOG, integrated with 

intensity’s HLAC and HOG, and integrated stereo’s 

HLAC and intensity’s HOG. The experimental results 

proved that the effectiveness of the proposed method.  

Our method is 12.0% lower on false positive per 

window than proposed method when miss rates are similar 

value. These experimental results proved the effectiveness 

of our new method. In the feature, we need to detect 

human on real time using video camera by this proposed 

method. 
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